Exception Request No.: 13
Section: WBR3
Town: Campton
Highway: US 3 (Tier 2)
Station: 2423+00 to 2438+50
Drawing No.: WBR3 C211 to C213
Survey Report Cross Reference No.: WBR3 C207 to C209
Exception Type: Alignment in Pavement
Splice Enclosure in Pavement
Traffic Information
NHS: No
ADT: 1300
Traffic Control Type: Alt 1-way
Traffic Control Duration: Traffic control duration is estimated to be 16 days for the proposed
installation. If the requested exceptions are not granted, NPT expects an additional 2 weeks of work
requiring traffic control, determined as follows: (1) an additional 11 days to install the alignment outside
the paved area (not including the installation of new guardrail); and (2) an additional 2 days to install the
splice enclosure outside the paved area.
Summary of Justification for Exception
Alignment in Pavement
NPT is requesting an exception from the UAM guidelines for the location of the cable trench in the
pavement on US 3, Daniel Webster Highway from station 2423+00 to 2438+50. (See Exhibit A.)
Due to limited ROW space outside the pavement and beyond the existing guardrail, construction outside
the guardrail is not practicable because: (i) if the guardrail is not removed, NPT does not have the
necessary property rights to construct outside the NHDOT ROW; (ii) if the guardrail and a portion of the
roadway is temporarily removed to allow construction of the ductbank in the slope without extending
past the right of way limits for benching, the traffic impacts and cost of this construction method are
substantially greater than the proposed installation. The proposed alignment is located beneath the
pavement at a 5-foot offset from the guardrail consistent with NHDOT’s request to avoid future conflicts
with guardrail repairs or replacement, or disruption to the existing guardrail system.
Splice Enclosure in Pavement
In addition, our exception request in the area includes a splice enclosure in the pavement on US 3,
Daniel Webster Highway at station 2431+00± of the NPT WBR3 underground alignment section. The
proposed location of the splice enclosure is set back 5 foot from the existing guardrail. The splice
enclosure cannot be moved closer to the ROW limits because of the need for construction workspace
and the alignment necessary with the ductbank.
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Technical Discussion of Justification of Exception
Alignment in Pavement
The roadway alignment at this location is constrained by guardrail on the eastern side of US 3 with
moderate to steep slopes on the outside of the guardrails. Consequently, the steep slopes behind the
guardrail, combined with NHDOT’s requested offset of 5-feet from the existing guardrail, would result in
significant constructability issues, including the need for benching into the side slope to create a level
and safe working area. The modified side slopes would extend beyond the ROW limits on private
property. (See Exhibit B.) In addition, it would extend the duration of construction and traffic impacts
due to construction of a temporary road and slope restoration adjoining the paved road.
At the request of the DOT, we also evaluated an option to remove the guardrail and a portion of the
roadway to allow NPT to construct the ductbank in the slope without extending past the right of way
limits. Considerable amounts of materials would have to be removed and transported to another site
for temporary storage in order to bench into the slope. These materials would then have to be
transported back to the site to restore the site after the ductbank was completed. (See Exhibit C.) This
option would significantly increase the time necessary in the NH DOT ROW required to construct the
ductbank and would be unreasonably costly, causing a net increase of $159,501 including the cost of
material transport and new guardrail installation). (See Exhibit E.) (Note: This marginal cost estimate
does not factor in the potential that native materials cannot be used during reburial because more
expensive, select materials may be needed to address cable thermal issues.) In addition, traffic impacts
would be significantly greater for this option (as compared to the proposed installation) due to the
additional work for the benching activities.
Additionally, NPT has liability concerns regarding DOT’s request that NPT install new guardrails after
completion of its work. Unlike NHDOT, if NPT were to install new guardrails, NPT would not have the
benefit of immunity protections afforded to NHDOT under New Hampshire law. See N.H. R.S.A. §
230:80. Therefore, even in cases where NPT deemed the cost of the “guardrail replacement option” to
be a reasonable project cost for a particular location, NPT could not agree to have any role in work to
replace the guardrails unless NHDOT were willing to agree to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless NPT
against any and all claims related in any manner to, or arising out of, the installation of the new
guardrails. If NHDOT were not willing to provide such protection to NPT, then NPT would be willing, in
the alternative, to reimburse NHDOT for the cost NHDOT and/or its contractors incur to replace any
guardrails removed during our work, but NPT could not have any role in such work. However, NPT is not
requesting the “guardrail replacement option” at this location, where it deems the additional traffic
impacts and cost of this work to be prohibitive.
We also evaluated placing the cable trench alignment behind the guardrail on the western side of the
road in this area. Due to the steep slopes, moving the alignment to the western side of the road would
require similar constructability issues as described on the eastern side of the road behind the guardrail.
(See Exhibit B.)
Excavation limits and work areas are shown on the attached drawings. During construction, one lane
will remain open to traffic at all times.
Note: NPT is requesting an exception for the portion of the alignment from station 2423+00 to 2438+50.
(See Exhibit A.) In the original permit drawings, NPT proposed an alignment within the pavement for a
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longer portion of the roadway in this area. In response to NHDOT comments, NPT has reduced the
length of the alignment within the paved area by approximately 1700 feet in this area.
Splice Enclosure in Pavement
To construct the splice enclosure, a minimum 5-foot work area is required on all sides. At the location of
this splice enclosure, an existing guardrail and steep slope behind the guardrail prohibit construction
outside the pavement within the ROW. (See Exhibit D.)
NPT evaluated options for moving the splice enclosure to the opposite side of the road (west) and along
the alignment, but the same space constraints and terrain slope exist on both sides of the road.
The location of each splice enclosure along the alignment is constrained by the maximum cable reel
length of approximately 2,100 feet. The limited ROW width constraining the enclosure’s location
extends over 1,000 feet in either direction along both sides of the alignment, prohibiting its relocation.
Relocation of the splice enclosure would result in additional enclosures needed to preserve the
maximum cable pulling tensions, thereby further encumbering the paved roadway and extending the
duration of road construction and traffic impacts.
Impacts
Alignment in Pavement
The design, as proposed, will not adversely affect the design, construction, stability, traffic, safety,
environmental commitments, maintenance, or operation of the highway. The alignment has been
located 5-feet off the edge of the guardrail, to avoid future conflicts with guardrail repairs or
replacement or disruption to the existing guardrail system. The installation of the ductbank and
pavement restoration will be designed and constructed in accordance with conditions outlined in the
NHDOT’s April 3, 2017 letter to the New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee. The installation’s
proposed depth meets NHDOT’s criteria relating to the structural box to minimize any potential conflicts
with maintenance and future highway projects. A traffic control plan has been submitted to the NHDOT
for this design and complies with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
Splice Enclosure in Pavement
The design, as proposed, will not adversely affect the design, construction, stability, traffic, safety,
environmental commitments, maintenance, or operation of the highway. The proposed splice enclosure
and ancillary closures will be of a minimum rating of HS-20, in accordance with NHDOT requirements.
The installation of the enclosure and pavement restoration will be designed and constructed in
accordance with conditions outlined in the NHDOT’s April 3, 2017 letter to the New Hampshire Site
Evaluation Committee. The installation’s proposed depth meets NHDOT’s criteria relating to the
structural box to minimize any potential conflicts with maintenance and future highway projects.
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Supporting Documentation
Alignment in Pavement
See attached Exhibits A, B and C showing plan, profile, and sections. See Exhibit E for cost estimates.
Splice Enclosure in Pavement
See attached Exhibit A and D showing plan and profile.
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Exhibit E - Exception 13 Cost Estimates

Additional Cost for Removing Guardrail and Benching into slope

Length
Cut Volume

Material Removal, Hauling & Replacement
Guardrail
Net Additional Cost

1. Cost assumes rock excavation not required.
2. Cost assumes off site storage available within 20 miles

1525'
2316 cy
Quantity
2316
1525

Units
cy
LF

Unit Price
$36.44
$49.25

Total
$84,395.04
$75,106.25
$159,501.29

